
BLUESCAPE SOLUTION BRIEF

Introducing Bluescape

MISSION-READY SECURITY

• NAVSEA ATO at IL4/IL5 for CUI

• DISA IL4 P-ATO and Support for 
ITAR

• DoD IL5 ATO in AWS GovCloud

• Top-secret, Level B certification, 
JWICS

• Complies with NIST CSF, NIST 800-
171, FIPS 140-2, and ISO 27001

• FedRAMP Moderate+ IL4 Controls, 
sponsored by US Air Force

WHY BLUESCAPE?
With our agile online whiteboard, we help you sprint toward mission outcomes by 
streamlining complex processes while eliminating miscommunications, missed 
deadlines, and wasted time. Bluescape unifies teams and your workstreams of 
information to create a common operating picture. As a result, agencies benefit from 
improving their ability to process complex information and make better decisions.

• Unify Dispersed Teams
Our secure and cost-effective structure provides a flexible and scalable alternative 
to physical workspaces. 

• Increase Engagement with Mission Partners 
Improve operational sharing and planning across the entire government 
ecosystem, from government to industry to academia. 

• Enable Fast-Paced, Decentralized Operations
Centralize content and communications to build trust, common understanding, 
and alignment across distributed teams. 

• Improve Program Management, Organization, and Monitoring
Provide a shared operational context to streamline communications and 
coordination efforts across a diversity of missions, from routine projects to 
complex programs.

Visualize mission success through secure online workspaces. With Bluescape, extend the experience of 
interacting in the same room while seamlessly connecting in-person teams with dispersed personnel to 
optimize remote brainstorming and planning sessions. 

Bluescape is a FedRAMP Moderate+ online whiteboard solution designed to support information sharing, 
data analysis, and visual planning. Improve brainstorming, planning, and decision-making with our visual 
workspaces that provide an agile and secure environment to keep geographically distributed teams on the 
same page. 

Explore Bluescape. Schedule a demo for your team: government@bluescape.com
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WORKSPACES
Be on the same page, even if you’re not in the same room. 
Bring all your content and data together in a workspace and 
create a single source of truth.

WHITEBOARDING
Capture ideas, visualize concepts, and focus attention with 
drawing and diagramming tools. Use virtual sticky notes to 
organize ideas and actions. 

CONTENT SHARING
The Defense and National Security communities trust 
Bluescape to protect their most sensitive information and 
empower agency users to securely upload content or add 
links from approved cloud file-sharing services.

VISUAL ORGANIZATION
Group content into containers to structure your workspace 
and simplify presenting, browsing, and navigating work. 

ANNOTATION
Capture feedback and illustrate ideas and processes by 
drawing on the workspace or directly on the content. 
Comment and @mention agency users to alert them about 
tasks or new information.

COMMUNICATIONS
Simplify communicating with easy scheduling and start video 
meetings in Bluescape using Teams, Webex, Zoom, or other 
unified communications tools.

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
Whether you’re looking to distribute via the cloud or on-
premises, we offer multiple options to roll out our solution 
with the flexibility and security agencies require. 

API
The Bluescape API enables integrations with third-party 
software to streamline workflows, and visualize and analyze 
data in one place.
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FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENTS
Bluescape has an IL5 Authority To Operate (ATO) issued by the Department of Defense within the Naval Systems Engineering 
Resource Center (NSERC) and is also deployed in GovCloud for CUI/ITAR content. Flexible deployment options include public and 
private cloud. Physical installations on-premises and in air-gapped environments are also available. 

BLUESCAPE FEATURES
Boost agency efficiency and productivity—even in remote settings—by tapping into all the features Bluescape offers, and increase 
team engagement, alignment, and trust with agility.

ABOUT BLUESCAPE
Bluescape customers include Fortune 100 companies, 
government agencies, higher education, and media 
and entertainment. A Silicon Valley-based company, 
Bluescape was named to Fast Company’s 2022 list 
of Next Big Things in Tech and 2021 list of Most 
Innovative Companies. Visit bluescape.com/public-
sector and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.


